Cisco Capital Business Acceleration Program

Providing certainty in times of uncertainty. Get the Cisco technology you need now and defer payments until 2024.

We understand the challenges you face.

The current economic environment can be characterized by a high degree of uncertainty, volatility, and risk. The fluctuation of interest rates, liquidity issues, and the growing concern of a recession—all contribute to ambiguity, potentially making it harder and more expensive to borrow money.

Uncertain market conditions could also delay the roll-out of your important IT projects, which could negatively impact your revenue targets or pause your mission-critical projects. For others, it could affect the capacity to sustain business operations, invest in growth, or remain competitive.

Acquire the technology you need now with the Cisco Capital Business Acceleration Program

The Cisco® Capital® Business Acceleration Program provides a path for your business to acquire the Cisco® technology and services you need, now while helping you manage your short-term cash flow.

You can pay over time with terms to suit your business needs and budget, allowing you to maintain productivity and business continuity, while minimizing cash outlays.

The program offers:

• Deferred payments until 2024.
• Eligibility on all Cisco solutions, including hardware, software, and services, as well select partner services and third-party hardware.

Mitigate financial challenges

This program helps you mitigate financial challenges based on overall market uncertainty and the impact it may be having on your business.
The Cisco Capital Business Acceleration Program allows you to:

- Acquire the hardware, software, and services you need today to maintain productivity, business continuity, and a competitive edge.
- Minimize cash outlays to secure the IT you need now to keep investing in your ongoing digital transformation.
- Navigate with confidence that your technology strategy is intact.
- Reduce the uncertainty that comes with fluctuations in cash flow.

A valuable resource to help you navigate through these uncertain economic times

Defer your payments until 2024, and benefit from a predictable payment schedule, working capital conservation, and access to the latest technology. Keep your business and IT goals on track.

Contact us today to get started.